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State nouns are Kimian states*

Antonio Fábregas & Rafael Marín
Universitetet i Tromsø / Université Lille 3 – CNRS (UMR 8163)

The study of states in the verbal domain has recently been enriched with the 
distinction between K-states and D-states (Maienborn 2005; Rothmayr 2009). 
This new line of research has not been extended to state denoting nouns, which 
have been in general much less studied than those nouns denoting objects or 
events (Grimshaw 1990). This paper takes this task and shows that in Spanish 
noun-denoting states systematically behave like K-states, even when they are 
derived from D-state verbs. We further argue that only verbs which contain a 
structure with a K-state meaning can have corresponding state denoting nouns. 
The result is that, far from being idiosyncratic, it is possible to predict – given the 
aspectual properties of a verbal predicate – whether a state can be expressed in 
the nominal domain.
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1.  Preliminaries and background concepts: States and nouns

The study of nouns derived from or related to verbs has mainly focused on nomi-
nal constructions denoting events (Chomsky 1970; Grimshaw 1990; Alexiadou 
2001), and rarely on those that denote states (with exceptions; cf., for instance, 
Pesetsky 1995). This article tries to contribute to the understanding of these nom-
inalizations by addressing three interrelated questions about their grammatical 
behaviour:

a. What kind of states are those expressed by state nominalizations? Are state 
nominalizations Kimian states, Davidsonian states or both?
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from the Norwegian Research Council. Rafael Marín’s research is supported by grants 
FFI2009-07456 and FFI2010-1506 from the Spanish Ministry of Science and Education. We 
are grateful to the audience of Going Romance, three anonymous reviewers and the editors of 
the volume for invaluable comments to previous versions of this article. The usual disclaimers 
apply.
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b. Are the kinds of state denoted by a nominalization dependent on the proper-
ties of the base or do they follow from independent principles?

c. What determines whether a state verb has a related state noun, derived or not?

Using European Spanish data, we will argue that (a) all state nouns behave like 
Kimian states, (b) even when the verbal base is a Davidsonian state. We will fur-
ther show that (c) not all Davidsonian-state-denoting verbs have associated state 
nouns: only those that contain a Kimian state as a part of their internal morpho-
syntactic structure do.

Before we proceed, an important caveat is in order. The goal of this paper is to 
explore one of the possible distinctions that languages make inside the domain of 
stativity, but we are not assuming, or want the reader to assume, that the distinc-
tion between D-states and K-states exhaust the classes of statives available in gram-
mar. There are other potentially relevant distinctions. The individual- /stage-level 
contrast (Arche 2006) would be one. Another one would be whether stativity is 
obtained through external aspect (like the progressive, Parsons 1990) or is defined 
at the aktionsart level, and, finally, those that emerge from different argument 
structures possibly associated to different kinds of states (see, for psychological 
predicates, Meinschäfer 2003) should also be considered in an exhaustive analysis 
that goes beyond the boundaries of this contribution. This is the reason why we 
will adopt (§ 1.1) a neutral definition of state that refers to one of their most salient 
semantic properties. The goal in doing so is to remain neutral and not to arbitrarily 
leave some stative predicates out. Further research on the matter is required to see 
how the K- vs. D-state division is integrated with these other classifications, and 
whether the one discussed in this paper should be viewed as a subclass of one of 
the other divisions or a superclass that includes them as subclasses. Keeping this in 
mind, let us begin with our discussion.

1.1  Preliminaries: A working definition of state

As a working definition of state, we use a conceptual criterion, in line with Dowty 
(1979), Krifka (1989), Maienborn (2003, 2005) and Rothmayr (2009): states are 
homogeneous predicates which fulfill the subinterval property, namely that for 
any subinterval t’ – no matter how small- included in the temporal interval t dur-
ing which a predicate holds it is also true that the predicate holds. Assuming this 
definition, among the nominalizations which unambiguously denote states in 
Spanish we find the following (1a). They are all related to verbs which have a read-
ing which also satisfies the subinterval property, making them also stative verbs 
following the criterion adopted in this paper (1b).

 (1) a.  posesión ‘possession’, preocupación ‘preoccupation’, preferencia 
 ‘preference’, diversión ‘amusement’, entretenimiento ‘entertainment’, 
aburrimiento ‘boredom’, existencia ‘existence’
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  b.  poseer ‘possess’ preocupar ‘worry’, preferir ‘prefer’, divertir ‘amuse’, 
 entretener ‘entertain’, aburrir ‘bore’, existir ‘exist’

Choosing this particular conceptual criterion to define states admittedly has the 
disadvantage that when a verb has several possible readings compatible with dif-
ferent truth conditions, the judgments of speakers might not be identical with 
respect to whether they fulfill the subinterval property, and therefore can be either 
considered as states, or not. Consider, for instance, the verb llover, ‘to rain’. Does 
it denote an activity, as suggested by an interpretation in which the verb denotes 
‘water falls from the sky and hits the ground’? In that case, it does not fulfill the 
subinterval property, because at some t’ there would not be a drop of water hitting 
the ground. Or does it denote a state and the verb is interpreted as ‘there is water 
falling in the sky’? In that case, at all t’ there would be some drop of water on its 
way down to the ground. This problem must be acknowledged, but in this paper, 
we have refrained from using examples that, like this one, are not clearly associ-
ated to one conceptual representation in the intuitions of speakers.

Finally, we need to make explicit some tests that determine that a noun is 
stative. States can have a temporal extension but are non dynamic and do not have 
natural boundaries. If we take a noun like preocupación, (2), which is unambigu-
ously stative, and we compare it with a noun like operación, (3), which is unam-
biguously eventive, we see how these properties get reflected in the behaviour of 
stative nouns: these nouns accept PP modifiers unambiguously denoting temporal 
extension (2a) – just like event nouns (3a), but unlike these nouns, cannot be the 
subject of the predicate tener lugar ‘take place’, which requires dynamic entities 
(compare 2b and 3b). Finally, these nouns reject the plural, unless the noun stops 
denoting a state and is interpreted as an object (2c), while at least some event 
nouns allow this number form (3c).1

 (2) a. una preocupación de varios meses
   a preoccupation of several months
   ‘a several-month-long preoccupation’

1.  Of course, state-denoting nouns are not the only ones that reject plurals. Famously, 
deverbal event nouns coming from activities also tend to reject it (i). Even if plural 
marking is not enough to diagnose that a noun denotes a state, combining this test with the 
others presented is enough to differentiate state nouns from deverbal activity nouns. See 
 Alexiadou, Iordachioaia and Soare (2011) for the complex issue of how plural is interpreted 
in  nominalizations. 

 (i) {el aprendizaje / *los aprendizajes} de lenguas de Borges
      the learning.sg     the.pl learning.pl of languages of Borges
  ‘Borges’ {learning / *learnings} of languages’
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  b. *Una preocupación tuvo lugar entonces.
    a preoccupation took place then
   *‘A preoccupation took place then.’
  c. #preocupaciones
    worries
   ‘things that worry someone’

 (3) a. una operación de varias horas
   an operation of several hours
   ‘a several-hour-long operation’
  b. Una operación tuvo lugar ayer.
   an operation took place yesterday
   ‘An operation took place yesterday.’
  c. operaciones
   operations
   ‘actions of operating on someone’

In this paper we consider state denoting nouns those nouns that have the proper-
ties presented in (2).2

1.  Kimian states and Davidsonian states

The recent literature has refined the notion of state, proposing a crucial divi-
sion between two classes of non-dynamic eventualities (Maienborn 2003, 2005; 
 Rothmayr 2009). The first class, Davidsonian states (henceforth D-states), are 
pseudo-stative verbs which relate to event verbs in allowing place and manner 
modification; this class includes verbs like lie, sit, wait, glow, gleam, bubble or sleep. 
The second class (Kimian states; K-states for short) are those state verbs that reject 
such modifiers, like own, resemble, weigh, cost or copular constructions; they denote 
the instantiation of a set of properties in a given individual during a time span. In 
other words, they do not denote an event of any kind, and therefore they reject all 
kinds of event modifiers. Empirical differences follow from this. D-states, having 
an event variable, allow (a) a locative modifier to locate this variable; (b) a manner 
modifier to qualify this variable and (c) an underspecified quantifier to measure 
the temporal extension of this variable. Let us show each one of these differences 
in turn.

The first empirical difference between D-states and K-states is that the latter 
never allows a place modifier to locate the eventuality.

.  Cf. Fábregas et al. (2012) for a more detailed discussion on this issue.
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 (4) a. Luis yacía junto a la ventana. (Spanish)
   Luis lied next to the window
   ‘Luis was lying next to the window.’
    [see also Maienborn 2005: (27b)]
  b. *Luis pesa 50 kilos junto a la ventana. (Spanish)
    Luis weighs 50 kilos next to the window.
   *‘Luis weighed 50 kilos next to the window.’
    [see also Maienborn 2005: (26a)]

When a place modifier is combined with a K-state, it can be interpreted as a 
frame adverbial which restricts the domain where a particular proposition is true, 
as in (5).

 (5) Juan pesa tres kilos en Plutón. (Spanish)
  Juan weighs three kilos in Pluto
  ‘Juan weighs three kilos in Pluto.’

(5) means that in Pluto, it is true that Juan weighs three kilos, while in the earth 
this is probably false.

Secondly, K-states never allow manner adverbials, but D-states do.

 (6) a. Luis yacía tranquilamente en la cama.
   Luis lied calmly on the bed
   ‘Luis was calmly lying in bed.’
    [see also Maienborn 2005: (31b)]
  b. *Juan posee ahorradoramente mucho dinero.
    Juan owns thriftily much money
   *‘Juan thriftily owns much money.’
    [see also Maienborn 2005: (30b)]

Notice, however, that there is the question of whether some of these manner mod-
ifiers are out because they presuppose that there must be an agent able to control 
that manner. It is crucial, therefore, to use manner adverbs referred to speed or 
other notions that can modify an eventuality without making reference to the role 
of a possible agent. (8) shows that even with this restriction, Maienborn’s charac-
terization is right.

 (8) Juan poseía (*lentamente) mucho dinero.
  Juan owned (slowly) much money
  Intended ‘Juan, little by little, owned a lot of money.’

Finally, K-states never allow the temporal reading of adverbial expressions 
ambiguous between a time and a degree reading, like German ein bisschen  
(‘a little’) or its Spanish equivalent un poco. This is admitedly the most problem-
atic of the three criteria. One important property of this test is that the quantifier 
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itself cannot lexically denote a temporal extension, which is fulfilled by un poco 
but not by for three days.3

 (9) a. Juan yació en la cama un poco.
   Juan lied in the bed a bit
   ‘Juan lied in bed for a short while.’
    [see also Maienborn 2003: (37b)]
  b. #Carol se parecía un poco a su abuela.
    Carol SE resembled a bit to her grandmother
   ‘Carol slightly resembled her grandmother.’
    [see also Maienborn 2005: (39)]

With this background in mind, we now turn to state denoting nouns in order to 
see whether the distinction between D-states and K-states is also relevant in the 
nominal domain or not.

.  Nouns coming from K-state verbs

Let us start with state nouns derived from or related to K-state verbs, as those 
in (10):

 (10) a.  posesión ‘possession’, coste ‘cost’, peso ‘weight’, pertenencia ‘belonging’, 
existencia ‘existence’

  b.  admiración ‘admiration’, preocupación ‘preoccupation’, preferencia 
‘preference’, suposición ‘assumption’, aburrimiento ‘boredom’, satisfacción 
‘satisfaction’

.  Note that when modifiers that lexically encode a temporal extension (minute, year, 
month…) are used, the difference between K-states and D-states disappears: 

 (i) a. John owned this house only for three years.
  b.  Mary resembled her grandmother only during the first years of her 

 childhood.

This is perhaps not so surprising if we assume that in (i) the temporal meaning is obtained 
conceptually and is not dependent on the presence of a temporal variable inside the structure 
of the predicate. To the extent that these entities denote states, and to the extent that states are 
different from qualities in allowing for a temporal extension, the concepts they express should 
be conceptualisable as having a temporal extension. Notice that nouns that do not express 
events might also allow for these temporal modifiers when the temporal meaning is encoded 
lexically (un novio de tres años ‘a boyfriend of three years, a boyfriend who has lasted three 
years’). A different question is whether a temporal interpretation of the modifier can emerge 
in the absence of lexical cues that encode temporality. Here, and only here, is where the previ-
ous test identifies a distinction between two classes of states.
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(10a) includes the Spanish counterparts of German and English K-states discussed 
in Maienborn (2005). In (10b) we find nouns related to some psychological verbs 
that behave as K-states when built as statives (Rothmayr 2009).4 We will show 
that, as expected, all these nouns behave like K-states. They act as K-states with 
respect to place and manner modification, and the temporal extension reading of 
underspecified quantifiers. Remember that passing these tests is taken as a sign 
that there is an event variable inside the modified element (cf. § 1.2).

.1  Incompatibility with place modifiers

First of all, state nouns always reject place modifiers that locate the eventuality.

 (11) a. su posesión / peso (*bajo la ventana)
   his possession / weight (*under the window)
   ‘his possession / weight *(under the window)’
  b. su preocupación / preferencia (*bajo la cama)
   his preoccupation / preference (*under the bed)
   ‘his preoccupation / preference (*under the bed)’

This is not due to some incompatibility between locative modifiers and nominal-
izations. Note that when the nominalization denotes an event, the PP modifiers 
are generally licensed, to the extent that the original verb allows them (12).

 (12) a. su encuentro (junto al puente)
   their encounter (next to-the bridge)
   ‘their encounter by the bridge’
  b. su canto (bajo la ventana)
   his singing (under the window)
   ‘his singing below the window’
  c. su operación (en el quirófano dos)
   his operation (in the operating-room #2)
   ‘his operation in operating room 2’

.  Two anonymous reviewers direct our attention to an important (and complex) issue: 
 psychological verbs do not form one single natural class with respect to their aspect  
(cf.  Meinschäfer 2003; Marín & McNally 2011). Here we concentrate only on their stative 
reading, and among those that allow for such reading, those that have been previously clas-
sified as K-states. This, however, should not prevent us from noticing and mentioning some 
complications that still are unresolved in the study of psych-verbs. The first one is whether it 
is possible to find eventive nominalizations from psych-verbs at all; this has been argued, for 
instance, by Meinschäfer (2003), and, if true, it would mean that the internal structure of some 
of these predicates is more complex than has been assumed. Secondly, if the event nominaliza-
tion is available for at least some of them, the problem of why psych-nominalizations tend to 
denote states becomes more acute (see Fábregas & Marín 2012 for a suggestion).
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Apparent counterexamples to this generalization can be shown not to be place 
modifiers locating the eventuality. Some of them, like the one in (13), are frame 
adverbials that restrict the truth of the proposition. (13) is interpreted as ‘In this 
galaxy, given its biological rules, the presence of water is associated to the presence 
of life’.

 (13) la asociación entre la vida y la presencia de agua
  the association between the life and the presence of water
  en esta galaxia
  in this galaxy
  ‘the association between life and the presence of water in this galaxy’

In other cases, what looks like a place modifier is actually a modifier that presents 
a particular situation. This is what happens with the cases in (14), where the PPs 
do not express a place, but actually conditional situations that trigger different 
perspectives of what nature is: in one case, as a scientific matter and on the other, 
as an object of entertainment. This is so because schools and parks are interpreted 
not only as places, but also as domains where people act in a particular way.

 (14) a. el aburrimiento de Juan con la naturaleza en la escuela
   the boredom of Juan with the nature in the school
   ‘the boredom of Juan with nature at school’
  b. la satisfacción de Juan con la naturaleza en el parque
   the satisfaction of Juan with the nature in the park
   ‘the satisfaction of Juan with nature in the park’

When we use PP modifiers that unambiguously introduce pure locations, not situ-
ations, the noun phrases become ungrammatical (15).

 (15) a. el aburrimiento de Juan con la naturaleza (*en una silla)
   the boredom of Juan with the nature    on a chair
   *‘the boredom of Juan with nature on a chair’
  b. la satisfacción de Juan con la naturaleza (*bajo un árbol)
   the satisfaction of Juan with the nature     under a tree
   *‘the satisfaction of Juan with nature under a tree’

The final set of apparent counterexamples refers to phrases where the locative is 
actually placing the object, not the eventuality (16).

 (16) una breve interrupción de internet en este barrio
  a short interruption of internet in this neighbourhood
  ‘a short interruption of internet in this neighbourhood’
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It is the internet which is being located in this reading; this can be shown because 
(16) means the same as (17), where the locative is unambiguously introduced as a 
modifier of the subject noun.

 (17) El internet de este barrio está interrumpido.
  the internet of this neighbourhood is interrupted
  ‘Internet is interrupted in this neighbourhood.’

.  Incompatibility with manner denoting adjectives

Secondly, state nouns reject adjectives that express manners. Given that in general 
states lack agents, it is not surprising that adjectives such as those in (18a) are 
rejected by them, because they express behaviours that require an agent. However, 
in principle, nothing prevents a state from combining with adjectives like those in 
(18b), which do not require conscious control from the subject, or those in (18c), 
which denote properties of the internal organization of the objects in a situation.

 (18) a. generous, careful, furious
  b. fast, slow, quick, accidental, good, silent
  c. elegant, scruffy, orderly, disorderly, upright, rigid

Even when we restrict ourselves to the adjectives in (18b) and (18c), state denoting 
nouns reject them:

 (19) a. su (*silenciosa) posesión / pertenencia
   her    silent possession / belonging
   *‘her silent {possession / belonging}’
  b. su (*elegante) aburrimiento / preocupación
   his (elegant) boredom / preoccupation
   *‘his elegant {boredom / preoccupation}’

Again, this is not a general property of nouns. When the noun denotes an event, 
the same adjectives are allowed in the same pre-nominal position (20). We assume 
that this reading is possible because the derived still allows the event variable of its 
base available for modifiers.

 (20) a. su elegante interpretación
   her elegant performance
   ‘her elegant performance’
  b. su buena aplicación de la ley
   his good application of the law
   ‘her good application of law’
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  c. su silencioso llanto
   his silent crying
   ‘his silent weeping’

There are some apparent counterexamples, like those in (21), but it can be shown 
that, in those, the adjective denotes properties of the holder of the state, not of the 
way in which the eventuality is performed.

 (21) a. su elegante presencia
   his elegant presence
   ‘he was present and he was silent’
  b. su inquieto aburrimiento
   his restless boredom
   ‘he was bored and he was restless’

In contrast with (20a), where what is elegant is the performance itself – while 
perhaps the actors themselves were acting in a vulgar way, according to the 
script –, (21a) requires compulsorily that the person present is elegant, and is 
thus incompatible with a scenario where the person is behaving in a vulgar way.

.  Unavailability of temporal readings with ambiguous adjectives

Finally, when combined with an adjective which is ambiguous between a time 
and a degree reading, state nouns systematically reject the temporal interpretation. 
Here we test it with the adjective reducido ‘reduced’, which in general allows the 
two interpretations – or even favours a temporal one – when combined with event 
denoting nouns (22).

 (22) a. una representación reducida de Hamlet
   a performance reduced of Hamet
   ‘a short performance of Hamlet’
  b. un ataque reducido contra los enemigos
   an attack reduced against the enemies
   ‘a short attack against the enemies’

When combined with state nouns, however, only a degree reading emerges:

 (23) a. un coste / peso reducido
   a cost / weight reduced
   ‘a small cost / weight’
  b. una preocupación reducida
   a preoccupation reduced
   ‘a slight preoccupation’

Therefore, we conclude that nouns derived from K-state verbs behave, as expected, 
as K-states. In the next section, we are going to show that nouns derived from 
D-states, quite surprisingly, also behave as K-states.
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.  From D-state verbs to nouns

.1  From D-state verbs to K-state nouns

Among Spanish D-state verbs that have a corresponding state denoting noun we 
find those included in (24a), with their corresponding nouns in (24b). The list is 
short, as these cases are not frequent.

 (24) a.  brillar ‘shine’, esperar ‘wait’, silbar ‘whistle’, lucir ‘shine’, relucir ‘shine’, 
resplandecer ‘glow’, chirriar ‘creak’

  b.  brillo ‘shining’, espera ‘waiting’, silbido ‘whistling’, luz5 ‘light’, glow’, 
 resplandor ‘glowing’, chirrido ‘creaking’

As we are going to show in this section, brillo-type nouns (24b) behave as K-states, 
although related to D-state verbs.

.1.1  Asymmetries with place modifiers
The verb brillar ‘to shine’ is a D-state, which allows for locative modifiers that place 
the eventuality; however, its related noun rejects this modifier (25).6

 (25) a. La lámpara brilló un momento frente a la casa.
   the lamp shined a moment in.front of the house
   ‘The lamp shined for one moment in fron of the house.’
  b. su brillo de un momento (*frente a la casa)
   its shine of a moment (in.front of the house)
   ‘its momentary shine in front of the house’

.  This noun is ambiguous between a state reading and a physical object reading. In the state 
reading, it rejects the plural and accepts temporal modifiers (i). In some languages the two 
readings are differentiated by gender. In Catalan, llum ‘light’ is masculine in the object reading 
and feminine in the reading that rejects plural and combines with temporal modifiers.

 (i) a. una reducida luz de pocos segundos
   a reduced light of few seconds
   ‘a brief shine of a few seconds’

  b. *unas reducidas luces de pocos segundos
    some reduced lights of few seconds
   *‘some brief shinings of a few seconds’  

.  A phrase like (i) is grammatical, but notice that the place modifier locates the object, not 
the eventuality: the person has to be in the park for the phrase to express a true situation.

 (i) la espera de Juan en el parque
  the wait of Juan in the park
  ‘Juan’s waiting in the park’
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.1.  Asymmetries with manner modifiers
The following contrast shows that even when the state verb allows for manner 
modifiers, its related noun rejects the equivalent manner adjective. The contrast is 
illustrated in (26) with the verb asociar in its stative reading ‘to be associated’ and 
in (27) with the verb brillar, ‘to shine’.

 (26) a. Estas dos ideas se vinculan elegantemente en su teoría.
   these two ideas SE associate elegantly in her theory
   ‘These two ideas elegantly associate in her theory.’
  b. su (*elegante) vinculación en su teoría
   their (elegant) association in her theory
   *‘their elegant association in her theory’

 (27) a. La lámpara brilló accidentalmente.
   the lamp shined accidentally
   ‘The lamp accidentally shined.’
  b. su (*accidental) brillo
   its     accidental shine
   *‘its accidental shine’

.1.  Asymmetries with temporal readings of modifiers
Finally, state verbs that allow the temporal reading of un poco ‘a little’ disallow the 
same interpretation of the adjective reducido ‘reduced’.

 (28) a. La lámpara brilla un poco.
   the lamp shines a bit
   Two readings: The lamp shines for a short time.
   The lamp shines with a bit of intensity.
  b. su reducido brillo
   its reduced shine
   One reading: The lamp shines with little intensity.

 (29) a. La tetera silbó un poco.
   the teapot whistled a bit
   Two readings: It whistled for a short time.
   It whistled with a bit of intensity.
  b. el reducido silbido
   the reduced whistling
   One reading: It whistled with a bit of intensity.

Therefore, we conclude that state nouns behave as K-states even when the corre-
sponding verbs are D-states.
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.  Two classes of D-state verbs

In addition to what we have seen in § 3.1, there are other D-state verbs – actually, 
most of them – that lack a state nominalization. Either they do not have any cor-
responding noun (and have to use the infinitive in nominal contexts; cf. 31 below) 
or the noun denotes a physical object. We call these verbs without a corresponding 
state noun Stubborn D-states, because they refuse to become K-states. They typi-
cally belong to one of the classes represented in (30):

 (30) a. Predicates of position and posture
    yacer ‘lie’, rodear ‘suround’, estar sentado ‘be sitting’, estar erguido ‘be 

standing’, estar tumbado ‘be lying’
  b. Predicates of emission of liquids
   manar ‘flow’, fluir ‘flow’
  c. ‘Manner’ of staying predicates
   colgar ‘hang’, flotar ‘float’, pender ‘hang’

These verbs lack any kind of nominalization to express the corresponding state. If 
they have to be expressed in a nominal context, an infinitive – which can syntacti-
cally act as a noun – has to be used (31).7

 (31) el suave fluir del río
  the soft flow.inf of-the river
  ‘the quiet flow of the river’

In contrast, as we have already seen, there are other D-state verbs that have a cor-
responding noun denoting a similar eventuality; we call them Flexible D-states 
because they can become K-states in the nominal domain. Leaving aside esperar 
‘wait’, they are verbs of light and sound emission:

 (32)  brillar ‘shine’, chirriar ‘creak’, pitar ‘whistle’, resplandecer ‘shine’, silbar 
‘whistle’, lucir ‘glow’, relucir ‘glow’

.  There are several reasons to doubt that infinitives are real nominalizations. As happens 
also with English verbal gerunds (Chomsky 1970), their behaviour shows that they keep big 
parts of their internal verbal structure. They almost never get demotivated meanings, and fre-
quently allow internal arguments in accusative case. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, 
there are no lexical exceptions, that is, we do not know of any verbs that cannot produce an 
infinitive used in a nominal context. All this suggests that, even if they had to be considered 
nouns at a lexical level, they are built over external functional layers where there is no access 
to the Aktionsart or argument structure of the verb. As this kind of  ‘nominal’ constituent does 
not interact with aspect, we will leave it outside our discussion.
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These verbs have related nouns also denoting a state (remember the tests in 2): un 
pitido de varios segundos ‘a whistling of several seconds’.

Thus, we conclude that D-state verbs can be divided in two classes: one which 
is always a D-state, and therefore can never appear as a noun, and another one 
which allows for more flexibility and can appear as a K-state in the nominal 
domain. In the next section we will propose that the difference comes from the 
fact that these two classes of state verbs are different in their internal structure.

.  Analysis: Some D-states contain a K-state

Our analysis can be summarized like this. Given what we saw in § 2 and § 3, nouns 
denote K-states (as claimed independently by Maienborn 2003). Thus, for a verb 
to be able to have a related noun denoting a state, it needs to be able to express a 
K-state. This is not possible for all verbs: it crucially depends on the condition that 
the internal structure of the verb must contain a projection whose denotation is 
a K-state. This is the projection that is used to build a state denoting noun in the 
grammar; when it is absent, there is no state noun. Stubborn D-states are verbs 
which lack this projection in their internal structure, while Flexible D-states are 
verbs which contain that structure.

.1  Flexible D-states contain a K-state: Semantic evidence

The first thing that we need to show is that Flexible D-states contain a K-state. 
 Following Maienborn, a K-state is the instantiation of a property – in the restricted 
sense – in an individual during some time-span. Thus, we expect that Stubborn 
D-states will show that they do not contain this kind of component, while  Flexible 
K-states will show evidence of it. Here we will follow Kennedy and McNally (2005). 
These authors analyze gradable properties (P) as relations between individuals  
(x) and degrees (d) (cf. 33).

 (33) λdλxλP[P(d)(x)]

Degrees are associated to properties in this restricted sense, but this does not 
mean that all properties will have a degree variable (some adjectives, like perfect 
or complete, do not have it in the same sense as fat or tall do, because they are not 
scalar). What we expect is that Stubborn D-states will not show a degree vari-
able, because they do not contain a K-state, while some Flexible D-states, those 
coming from gradable properties, will contain it. To be clear: our analysis pre-
dicts that no Stubborn D-state will have a degree variable, but that some  Flexible 
D-states will. With this in mind, consider the reading of quantifiers with our 
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verbs. Bosque and Masullo (1998) notice that the meaning of adverbial quanti-
fiers depends on the ingredients denoted by the verb they modify. Importantly 
for our purposes, they differentiate between an I-reading (intensity reading), in 
which the adverb modifies the degree of the property denoted by the verb (34a) 
and a variety of E-readings, which do not require a degree variable inside the 
denotation of the verb, and among other interpretations can result in a temporal 
extension reading (34b).

 (34) a. Juan trabaja mucho.
   Juan works a lot
   ‘Juan puts a lot of effort in his work.’
  b. Juan trabaja mucho.
   Juan works a lot
   ‘Juan works for long periods of time.’

Under the light of this contrast, consider the class of Stubborn D-states (35) vs. 
the class of Flexible D-states (36). Systematically, the examples in (35) – which 
never have a related state denoting noun – reject the I-reading of the adverb (and 
in some cases, such as 35c and 35d, even reject the adverbial modification), while 
those in (36) allow this degree reading.

 (35) a. Juan yació mucho.
   Juan lied a lot
   ‘Juan lied for a long time.’
  b. Juan estuvo tumbado mucho.
   Juan was lying a lot
   ‘Juan was lying for a long time.’
  c. ??El río fluyó mucho.
       the river flowed a lot
   ??‘The river flowed a lot.’
  d. ??La fuente manó mucho.
      the fountain flowed a lot
   ??‘The fountain flowed a lot.’
  e. %El cuadro colgó mucho de la pared.
       the picture hanged a lot from the wall
   ‘The picture hanged on the wall a long time.’

 (36) a. La lámpara brilló mucho.
   the lamp shined a lot
   ‘The lamp shined with much intensity.’
  b. El fuego resplandeció mucho.
   the fire glowed a lot
   ‘The fire glowed with much intensity.’
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  c. La tetera silbó mucho.
   the tea-pot whistled a lot
   ‘The tea-pot whistled with much intensity.’
  d. Esta máquina pitó mucho.
   this machine whistled a lot
   ‘This machine whistled with much intensity.’

Evidence that the reading in (35) is temporal while the same adverb allows a 
degree reading in (36) comes from contrasts like (37). As with Stubborn D-states 
the degree reading is not available, adding a modifier that states that the length of 
the state was short triggers a contradiction with these verbs (37a); the contradic-
tion never arises with Flexible D-states, because they allow the degree reading of 
the adverb (37b).

 (37) a. #Juan estuvo sentado mucho, pero por poco tiempo.
    Juan was sitting a lot, but for short time
   ‘Juan was sitting a lot, but for a short while.’
  b. La lámpara brilló mucho, pero por poco tiempo.
   the lamp shined a lot, but for a short time
   ‘The lamp shined a lot, but for a short while.’

We propose that this distinction – the presence vs. the absence of a gradable 
property equivalent to a K-state – is what determines whether the same root 
will be able to materialize as a noun. Additional evidence for this is that, with 
other aspectual classes of verbs, those that have a state noun generally allow for 
I- readings of quantity adverbials, showing that they contain a K-state with a 
degree variable in their structure. (38a) and (38b) illustrate this for verbs which, 
to begin with, are K-states according to the tests; (38c) and (38d) illustrate this 
for verbs that denote changes of state. The corresponding state nouns, derived or 
not, are presented in (39).

 (38) a. Juan quiere mucho a María.
   Juan loves much acc Mary
   ‘Juan loves Mary a lot.’
  b. Juan se preocupa mucho.
   Juan se worries much
   ‘Juan is much worried.’
  c. El accidente interrumpió mucho el servicio.
   the accident interrupted a lot the service
   ‘The accident greatly interrupted the service.’
  d. La tubería se rompió mucho.
   the pipe se broke a lot
   ‘The pipe got severely broken.’
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 (39) a. la querencia de Juan por María
   the liking of Juan for María
   ‘Juan’s liking María’
  b. la preocupación de Juan por la economía
   the preoccupation of Juan for the economy
   ‘Juan’s preoccupation about the economy’
  c. la interrupción del servicio durante varias horas
   the interruption of-the service for several hours
   ‘the service’s being interrupted for several hours’
  d. la rotura de la tubería durante varias horas
   the breaking of the pipe for several hours
   ‘the pipe’s being broken for several hours’

The different denotation of a Stubborn D-state versus a Flexible D-state explains 
the different behaviour of the adverbs presented in the previous section. (40) is the 
denotation of a D-state according to Maienborn (2005). More precisely, given the 
distinction we have introduced, we claim that this is the denotation of a Stubborn 
D-state, that is, a D-state which does not contain a K-state. No property and thus 
no degree variable is present.

 (40) λPλeλx[P(e) ∧ HOLDS(e, x)]

Thus, the denotation of yacer ‘to lie’ would be the one in (41), after existential 
 closure of the event variable.

 (41) ∃eλx[lie(e) ∧ HOLDS(e, x)]

We predict that the I-reading will never emerge.
In contrast, (42) is the denotation of a K-state according to Maienborn (2005): 

the instantiation z, bound to times and worlds, of a property P applied to an indi-
vidual x. If that property is understood as a relation between degrees and individu-
als (following Kennedy & McNally’s proposal), we obtain the formula in (43).

 (42) λxλPλz[z ≈ [P(x)]]
 (43) λdλxλPλz[z ≈ [P(x)(d)]]

As not all properties are gradable, not all K-states will contain this degree variable, 
but this element can be present only when there is a property.8 For those whose 
property is conceived as gradable, the degree variable will remain. The denotation 

.  One clear example of a non-gradable K-state is own. In such case, the degree variable 
would simply not be present in the denotation of the property. It might not be accidental that 
own is defined by a relation between a possessor and a possessee, which is not gradable either 
when instantiated in other grammatical categories.
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of a Flexible D-state like brillar ‘to glow’ will contain this kind of structure inside 
its denotation. The formula in (44) is obtained over the formula in (40), adding to 
it the denotation of a K-state. A Flexible D-state, therefore, denotes the event of an 
individual x instantiating a property in a degree (d).

 (44) λeλxλd∃z[glow(e) ∧ HOLDS(e, x) ∧ z ≈ [glow(d)(x)]]

This D-state contains a degree variable, which comes with the property denoted 
by the K-state, and as such it can be bound by a quantifier, as shown in (45). This 
explains the availability of the I-reading with Flexible D-states.

 (45)  λPλx∃d [much (d) ∧ P(d)(x)] (λeλxλd∃z[glow(e) ∧ HOLDS(e, x) ∧ z ≈ 
[glow(d)(x)]])

In short, our proposal is that Stubborn D-states denote states which cannot 
be further decomposed in semantic terms; in contrast, the state denoted by a 
 Flexible D-state should be decomposed, crucially singling out a K-state that car-
ries a degree variable.

Before moving to the next section we would like to address directly a com-
plication in the present analysis, which has also been pointed out to us by an 
anonymous reviewer. As not all properties are gradable, the test that we have 
developed here only goes one way: when a predicate is gradable, it contains a 
property; when it is not, we cannot know if it contains a property or not, and 
there are obvious cases of K-states that do not allow gradability (like own). This 
is a serious issue, which connects with the independent problem of what grad-
ability is and how is it codified in the grammar. We are not in a position to give 
a convincing answer at this point, but at least the direction that the analysis 
has to take to address these problems is relatively clear. The ultimate issue that 
 underlies this problem seems to us to be what determines that a property is 
gradable, and that can be reduced (as proposed in Kennedy & McNally 2005) 
to independent properties of scalar structure (or lack thereof). One suggestive 
possibility is that non-gradable K-states are built over categories that do not 
provide the relevant primitives for scale structures, like some central-coinci-
dence prepositions (Hale & Keyser 2002) expressing sharp properties (‘inside’ or 
 ‘not-inside’). These objects would not be gradable in the scalar way (much, very, 
a bit…), as no scale underlies them, but the property expressed by them might 
still be subject to some modification which might be understood as non- scalar 
gradation, as with completely or partially (John {completely / partially} owns this 
land), which can refer to the extension of the overlap between two notions.  
In any case, this proposal must be developed and in the meanwhile such imper-
fections are a problem for the analysis.
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.  Matching the semantics with the internal projections of the verb

Our next step is to show that the previous semantic analysis can actually explain 
that Stubborn D-states do not have state nouns by pairing these semantic interpre-
tations with projections inside the internal structure of the verb.

The first useful piece of data is that the denotation of different classes of nouns 
corresponds to the notions that we have discussed in the previous section. Next to 
the well-known class of nouns that denote events (46a) – that is, dynamic eventu-
alities that occupy temporal extensions –, we have the class of state nouns studied 
in this paper (46b). As we have shown, these state nouns denote K-states, that is 
the instantiation, during a time span, of a property in an individual. Finally, we 
also have another major kind of nouns, those that denote simple properties (46c); 
notice that these nouns can also be deverbal, even if they are more frequently 
deadjectival.

 (46) a. destruc-ción
   destroy-nom
   ‘destruction’
  b. preocupa-ción
   worry-nom
   ‘preoccupation’
  c. modera-ción
   moderate-nom
   ‘temperance’

There is a certain inclusion relationship between the denotation of these three 
nominalizations. The class in (46b) denotes the same as the class in (46c), with 
the addition of the temporal extension; the class in (46a) can denote the same as 
the class in (46b), only adding information about a dynamic activity. We propose, 
in fact, that this inclusion relation provides us with a syntactic hierarchy, where 
semantic ingredients are added by individual heads inside a functional sequence. 
We will argue that an event nominalization contains a verbal structure whose 
highest head is ProcP (defining dynamicity and being responsible for introducing 
the event variable which can be bound by time, place and manner modifiers in an 
event nominalization). A state nominalization crucially lacks this head, and the 
highest verbal projection present is StateP, which lacks the event variable. Finally, 
a quality nominalization does not have any verbal projection, which explains that 
it cannot be connected to temporal extension of any kind.

We propose that the temporal extension is made possible by the presence of 
verbal projections. Thus, the difference between quality nominalizations such as 
those in (46c) and the other two classes is reflected syntactically in the presence 
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vs. absence of heads belonging to the verbal domain. The distinction between the 
event noun in (46a) and the state noun in (46b) is due to the kind of verbal projec-
tions present: the dynamic part is introduced by a verbal head denoting a process 
or activity (ProcP) and the state part is introduced by a non dynamic head denot-
ing precisely a state (StateP). The inclusion relation established between the three 
kinds of nominalization suggests that the projection that denotes a quality can be 
selected by the projection that denotes a state, adding to the property the temporal 
extension. The possibility that dynamic eventualities contain a state (as opposed 
to the impossibility that states contain a dynamic eventuality as a part of their 
denotation) suggests again that the state projection can be selected by the Process 
projection. The resulting hierarchy is given in (47), paired with its semantic inter-
pretation in (48).

 (47) [ProcessP [StateP [PredicationP]]]
 (48) [P(e)(x) ∧ [z ≈ [P(d)(x)]]]

The hierarchy in (47) is reminiscent of Ramchand’s (2008) proposal that verbs 
can be decomposed in at least two projections: one dynamic, corresponding to 
ProcessP, and another one of stative denotation, which she labels ResultP when 
it is selected by ProcessP. We follow the spirit of her proposal, as in her account 
ResultP is a head that denotes a state. Our change is that, in her account but not 
in ours, the interface interprets the head-complement syntactic relation between 
Proc and Res as a logical relation of cause-effect, with the consequence that the 
state is always interpreted as a result state (whence the label). We want to leave 
this semantic relation underspecified at LF, so that the state can be interpreted 
as the result of the process (as in become quiet) or as a state coextensive with the 
process (as in remain quiet). This will be dependent on the kind of event denoted 
by ProcessP; if it is a D-state, there will not be any transition and the state will 
simply be interpreted as a state where the argument is kept while the process 
lasts.

As for the projection that expresses gradable properties without any temporal 
variable, notice that it cannot be paired with an adjectival phrase. If it did so, we 
would predict, counterfactually, that all verbs containing a degree variable will be 
deadjectival. This does not seem to be true. For instance, the verb brillar ‘to shine’ 
is related to brillo ‘shine’, which is a noun, although a noun which expresses a qual-
ity rather than a physical individual. Its main characteristic is that it must denote a 
property of individuals; this makes it equivalent to the Predication Phrase (Bowers 
1993), the projection that allows a potential predicate to become a predication by 
getting a subject, and therefore we label the projection in this way. This captures 
the intuition that brillo, even as a noun, is ‘relational’ in the sense that it does not 
denote a physical object, but a quality of physical objects.
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This hierarchy can be paired with the three kinds of nominalizations pre-
sented in (46): ProcessP is used to build an event nominalization (like destruction); 
StateP is used to build a state noun (like preoccupation) and PredicationP is used to 
build a quality noun (like moderation; cf. Roy 2010 for independent evidence that 
quality nouns are built using this projection).

 (49) Event noun: [n[ProcP… [√]]]9

  State noun: [n[StateP [PredP [√]]]
  Quality noun: [n[PredP [√]]]

Given the syntactic hierarchy presented in (47), with the denotations in (48), the 
reason why Stubborn D-states cannot have state nouns is clear. The state noun 
is built using StateP, but Stubborn D-states do not contain StateP. We know this 
because StateP builds its denotation over the Predication phrase, and Stubborn 
D-states do not have a degree variable. The internal structure of a Stubborn D-state 
is the one in (50): simply ProcessP, without StateP and without PredicationP.

 (50) [ProcP [√lie]]

In contrast, Flexible D-states contain a StateP and a PredicationP, because they 
contain a degree variable. Their internal structure is the one in (51), and the state 
noun is built removing ProcP and using the remaining constituent headed by State.

 (51) [ProcP [StateP [PredP [√shine]]]]

Verbs which are already K-states, like preocupar ‘to worry’, are projections of StateP 
without ProcP; this is consistent with Ramchand’s (2008) analysis of psychological 
verbs as projections of a stative head; psychological verbs are analyzed as consis-
tently K-states in Rothmayr (2009).

 (52) [StateP [PredP [√worry]]]

Finally, dynamic verbs that have a state noun, like romper ‘to break’ are projections 
of a ProcP that contains a StateP. This is consistent with the analysis of these verbs 
as changes of state, which is standard (cf. Pustejovsky 1991, among many others). 
In our account, these verbs are different from Flexible D-states in the semantics 
associated to ProcP, which in this cases will be a transition, and not the holding of 
a property.

 (53) [ProcP [StateP [PredP [√break]]]]

.  We remain neutral as to whether InitP or any equivalent projection introducing agents is 
present or not in event nominalizations, as this is orthogonal to our purposes.
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Our account shows, therefore, that the classes of nouns that a verb can denote are 
dependent on how their internal structure is articulated.10

.  Conclusions and extensions

This paper has explored the grammatical behaviour of state denoting nouns, try-
ing to determine what kind of states they denote, and the properties that their 
corresponding verb must have in order to produce a state noun.

We have shown that state nouns always denote K-states. This is a confirmation 
of Maienborn’s (2003) main empirical contribution to the analysis of states across 
categories: nouns (and adjectives) are consistently K-states. As a consequence, 
when a verb denotes a D-state and lacks the projections that are required to denote 
a K-state, it is not able to have a corresponding noun. The reason is that its seman-
tic type cannot be manifested as a noun, because that requires that the verb to be 
able to denote a K-state.

Additionally, we have shown that the kind of noun that a verb can have associ-
ated to it (event, state, quality…) depends on the semantic and syntactic ingredients 
that compose the verb’s internal structure. We have argued that a decomposition 
that takes seriously the semantics denoted by the verb can provide us with an 
explanation of why some verbs lack certain types of nominalization. Specifically, 
we have argued that only those verbs that contain a degree variable can have a 
state noun, something which follows on the assumption that K-states are built over 
properties that relate degrees and individuals.

1.  A fair question, posed to us by one anonymous reviewer, is how this structure maps 
with the morphophonological exponents. Here we are assuming a system with cumulative 
exponence – where single exponents can spell out more than one head- and where syncre-
tism is expressed by relations of containment between sequences of heads (cf. Caha 2009, the 
 Superset Principle). The idea is that the exponent that we call ‘the verbal stem’ covers a number 
of heads inside the verbal structure (as Ramchand 2008 also assumes), but, crucially, in some 
cases it starts lexicalising in PredP. In other words, in the event reading of the verb preocupar 
‘to worry’, the stem preocupa- lexicalises [ProcP[StateP [PredP]]]; in the state reading of the 
same verb, where the tree corresponds to [StateP [PredP]] dominating the same root, the same 
exponent is used because Spanish happens to lack a more specific lexical item used to spell out 
preocupar in the absence of ProcP. The stem modera- has even more flexibility. It can lexicalise 
a root under [InitP[ProcP[StateP[PredP]]]] in the causative reading of moderar ‘moderate’, but 
also the same root when in the syntax it just projects as [PredP]. Which exponents are used 
for each structure are, as usual, idiosyncratic of each language, so we expect to find languages 
where the quality noun of a verb is expressed with a different stem.
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There is one point in our analysis that we have not addressed: what prevents 
a Stubborn D-state to have an ‘event’ nominalization? As these verbs contain a 
ProcP, which is the base to build an event nominalization, we would expect them 
to have related nouns. Although the problem deserves further study, we would 
like to suggest here that having ProcP is a necessary but not sufficient condition to 
have a related event noun. Presumably the denotation of ProcP, and more specifi-
cally whether it denotes a truly dynamic eventuality or not, will also play a role. 
If event nouns must denote a dynamic eventuality, then Stubborn D-states would 
be excluded from the nominal domain, as their ProcP does not denote this notion 
and they also lack StateP and PredP. However, exploring in depth this aspect is left 
for further research.
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